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Chinese Traveler Trends



China is a Big Country!
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China’s Wealth Distribution
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Tourism Patterns are Shifting
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1.0
Hats & Flags 

Two star hotels 

10 days, 10 cities 

Tour buses

2.0
Road trips  

Four/Five star hotels  

National Parks 

Foodie Tours



60/40 Group/FIT
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• Chinese FIT
market is
growing 3
times faster
than global
average

• US PCH
Highway is the
No.1 popular
itinerary for
self-driving
FITs

Source: MaFengWo Report 
2016



Tour Operator Insights
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“We are seeing a ratio of 40% 
group travel and 60% FIT. I 
expect FIT to grow to 70% within 
five years.”

Source: China Luxury Advisors China Tour Operator Interviews, May 
2016
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Traveler Profile



Demographic is Changing
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Half of Chinese outbound travelers are now millennials.  

• Some data has shown that this group accounts for 75% of China’s FIT market 
and 73% of its luxury market.  

• Two thirds (66%) of this group belong to the high-income bracket, their 
financial standing is expected to increase as their careers advance.  

Like their counterparts in the West, Chinese millennials prefer to be “inspired” 
rather than “persuaded”. They highly value authenticity in content. They are 
more likely to trust peer-generated content on social media than content from 
traditional media channels. 



Definition of Luxury is Shifting
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For many affluent Chinese, the definition of luxury is shifting from conspicuous 
spending to experiential luxury.  

According to an annual China Luxury Forecast by Ruder Finn Public 
Relations,more affluent mainland Chinese consumers plan to up their 
spending on travel than on luxury goods this year, marking the second year in 
a row this has been the case. 
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Group Travel Trends



Diverse Travel Trade Ecosystem 
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• China’s travel trade environment is highly fragmented and 
competitive, with many state-owned and private players.  

• China’s government is intrinsically linked to the tourism 
industry from both a regulatory and operational 
perspective. 

• Travel trade tightly control itineraries and travel products. 

• Tourism laws aimed to protect customers further restrict 
flexibility, prohibiting last- minute changes and forbidding 
any perception of “fleecing” or otherwise misleading 
tourists. 

China’s Travel Trade Ecosystem



China’s Travel Trade Ecosystem
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• Travel Agents: Primarily offline booking in China. Typically sell travel packages developed by tour 
operators, but also FIT.  

• Tour Operators: Develop travel packages and sell to Chinese customers directly and through travel 
agents.  

• Receptive Tour Operators: Locally based tour operators that contract with Chinese tour operators 
to execute on-the-ground experiences. Most are solely focused on Chinese visitors, but some cater 
to a number of countries.  

• Tour Guides: Typically in-market guide providing localized information. Some are employed by 
receptive tour operators and some are independent, working with multiple tour operators.  

• Tour Leaders: Accompanies the group throughout the whole trip. Serves as a liaison and between 
the tour operator and receptive operator. Typically employed/contracted by tour operator.  

•Online Booking Sites (OTA): Chinese online booking sites, which are geared towards FIT travel and 
allow for booking flights and hotels separately, as well as offer travel package deals that combine 
flights, hotel and attractions.  

•Airlines: European, Chinese and Japanese/Korean airlines play key role in travel patterns. 



China’s Travel Trade Ecosystem
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• China has more than 27,000 
travel agencies — 50% more 
than in 2006. 

• Chinese consumers spent 
$56 billion at travel agencies 
in 2015, and $11 billion at 
online travel agencies - a 
70% increase over2014.  

• Although online booking is 
growing quickly, a large 
majority (80%) of outbound 
travel booking is still done via 
offline travel agents and by 
phone (often after 
consultation of online 
pricing).  



Tour Operators
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Operate in a highly competitive market.  

Decide itinerary and hold the contract with 
customers.  

Difficult to sell expensive trips, so they typically 
focus on low-cost trips with optional add-ons.  

Often rely on commissions and optional add-on 
packages in order to make money on the tours.  

Starting to experiment with high-end and tailored 
“niche” itineraries. 



Receptive Operators
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Contract with Chinese operators to execute 
tours on the ground.  

Typically, they are solely focused on Chinese 
tourists, but some cater to a broader portfolio of 
countries.  

Have significant influence on itinerary and hotel 
choices.  

Provide insights on new attractions and 
sightseeing. 



Tour Guides
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Can be independent or hired by tour 
operator/receptives. 

Four ways they influence behavior:  

1.No set itinerary, in some cases - 
guide has 100% control.  

2. Destinations are set, but tour 
guide influences which locations 
are visited.  

3.Add an unscheduled stop to the 
itinerary.  

4.Suggest other locations for 
future visits. 



Group Travel is Evolving
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• High-end groups are shrinking in size.  

• VIP groups are seeking ways to offer more luxury experiences to differentiate their 
product offering and justify price increases.  

• There is a blurring of the lines between individual and small group tours. Some 
individuals will book their own international flight but book a local tour once they arrive 
at the destination. 

• MICE market is growing rapidly. 

• Multi-generation family groups are key drivers of semi-FIT.



Travel Planning Preferences 
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Travel Outlook
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FIT Travel Trends



FIT is Rising
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The future growth from Chinese outbound tourism will be led by an entirely 
new generation of free independent travelers (FIT), who are in search of novel 
experiences rather than a laundry list of the usual attractions.These 
independent travelers are more “elusive” and demand more individualized 
travel products and services, requiring destinations to target them with a 
range of strategies and communication channels. 



100% Independent Control
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“The FIT market is only going to 
grow. They have 100% control of 
their hotel, transportation and 
itinerary. Multi-generation family 
groups will lead the growth.”

Source: China Luxury Advisors China Tour Operator Interviews, May 2016



Unpacking the Package Tour
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Package Semi-FIT Private



Self-Drive Market is Booming
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Source: MaFengWo Report 2016
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“More often than not, China’s 
FITs are young, well-educated 
and relatively affluent.” TripAdvisor  
Young: 89% are 18 - 44 years old 

High English Proficiency: 41% understand English 

Hail From First Tier Cities: Guangdong province 
reporting the highest number, followed by Shanghai, 
Sichuan province, Beijing and Jiangsu province 

Source: Phocus Wright China Unbounded Report 2016

Who are China’s FITs?
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Source: Phocus Wright China Unbounded Report 2016

FIT Travel Motivations
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FIT Traveler Habits

Source: TripAdvisor China Unbounded
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The FIT Market Outlook

Source: TripAdvisor China Unbounded
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Millennial Travel Trends



The Chinese Millennial Opportunity
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Goldman Sachs has called Chinese 
millennials the single-most important 

demographic in the world today.



The Chinese Millennial Opportunity
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• China has 200 million people aged 15 - 24, compared to 40 million in the same age group 
in the United States  

• Chinese outbound travelers expected to reach 174 million by 2019, roughly the size of 
Singapore 
• Chinese millennials already make up 40% of total outbound travelers 

• The average wealthy Chinese millennial traveler has been to 13 countries and traveled 
abroad 3.3 times for leisure in the past year, for an average of 25 days 

Source: Daxue Consulting, Beijing



The Chinese Millennial Opportunity
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The Chinese Millennial Opportunity
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Traveling is top 
leisure activity 

for Chinese 
millennials. 



The Chinese Millennial Opportunity
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Hurun Research Institute & Marriott International Millennial Luxury Travelers Report, 2016



The Chinese Millennial Opportunity
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Hurun Research Institute & Marriott International Millennial Luxury Travelers Report, 2016



Chinese Millennial Preferences
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Apex, Chinese Millennial Travelers report

Love to Share. 



Chinese Millennial Preferences
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“Here’s where Chinese millennials really differ from other generations,” he says. “They like 
small luxuries. What that means is that a nicer soap or a nicer cookie, or anything like that, 

that adds just a touch of luxury to the experience is meaningful to them … 

Apex, Chinese Millennial Travelers report 

Indulge In Small Luxuries. 
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Booking Implications



Context: Average Spend by Category
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Mobile Booking
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“High-end customers (FIT) are looking for service from 
travel agency. They want experts who can provide one-stop 
service to save their time.” China Tour Operator 

Hoteliers have noticed an increase in independent Chinese 
travellers over the past 12 months having said that they 
comprise 75 percent of bookings, up from 71 percent.  
hotels.com Survey 2015 

http://hotels.com
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Travel Resources
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The Case for China-Readiness
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Chinese Tourist Challenges
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Cultural Concerns: 
• Language & difficulty of obtaining information
• Lack of context 
• Lack of trust  
• Security concerns 
• Time challenged 
• Comfort & cultural: food, language

Practical & logistical concerns: 
• Payment 
• Connectivity 
• Navigation
• Information access



Chinese Payment Systems Present Challenges
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Internet/Mobile Platforms All Localized/Protected
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Tour Operator Recommendations
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“Travel destinations should design 
products that are both authentic to 
local culture and tailored to fit the 
taste of Chinese travelers. Chinese 
travelers prefer those activities that 
will enrich their life experience or 
foster learning.” 

Source: China Luxury Advisors China Tour Operator Interviews, May 2016



Tourists Demand China-Readiness
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“Develop unique, experience driven 
products tailored to the interests of 
Chinese visitors. These products must 
be “China Ready,” meaning they are 
designed and developed specifically 
for the market.”

Source: China Luxury Advisors China Tour Operator Interviews, May 2016



China-Ready Product Optimization
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Ctrip China Ready Guidelines
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Premium Level                        
              
Comments score > 4.2            
Mandarin  speaking 
staff            
Chinese restaurant                 
Free Wi-fi                    
UnionPay accepted                 
Tea kettles in room                 
Chinese TV 
programming                   
  

Deluxe Level 

Comments score > 4.0 
Staff who speaks Mandarin 
Chinese food at breakfast 
Free Wi-fi 
UnionPay accepted 
Tea kettles in room 
  

Superior Level 

Comments score > 3.8 
Chinese language guidance 
Chinese food at breakfast 
Free Wi-fi 
Tea kettles in room 



Cultural Institutions: Becoming “China-Ready” 
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Amenity/Service “Must-‐Have” “Nice	  to	  Have”
Chinese	  language	  map/
materials	   X

Chinese	  language	  content	  
on	  website X

Accept	  China	  UnionPay/
China	  UnionPay	  ATMs X

Audio	  tour	  in	  Chinese	   X
Mandarin	  speaking	  staff X
Chinese	  food/drink	  
op@ons	  (if	  applicable)	   X

Free	  wi-‐fi X
Way	  finding/signage	  in	  
Chinese X

Chinese	  sub@tles	  on	  
videos X

Chinese	  social	  media	  
accounts	  (Weibo/Wechat) X



Hotels: Becoming “China-Ready” 
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A double room in China is two separate beds 
- which is the preference of many Chinese 
and expectation of a double room  

Chinese hotels typically offer small shaving 
kits - toothbrushes, combs, razors, so many 
do not pack these items  

Hotel reservations are usually inclusive of 
breakfast, wi-fi and taxes in China

Chinese Traveler Hotel Preferences



Most Requested Services at Hotels
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Food Related Services are Most Important
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Do: Provide amenities such as slippers, 
toiletries, kettles 

Do: Provide free Wi-Fi  

Do: Make payment easy and stress free 

Do: Provide Chinese language information & 
entertainment 

Don’t: Put guests on floors with a 4  

Don’t: Ignore hierarchy in groups  

Don’t: Ignore cultural customs related to 
colors and gifts 

Hotels Do’s & Don’ts 
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Marriott has stationed 20 sales representatives in China and teaches employees in the U.S. 
to speak basic Mandarin phrases like hello and thank you. The Marriott Marquis in New 
York City has even replaced room numbers on the 44th floor with names. 

Four Seasons: Bellmen, reception clerks and telephone operators are being trained to 
pronounce Chinese names and offer Chinese newspapers, translated welcome materials 
and green tea in rooms at hotels in Paris, London, Los Angeles and other cities. 

JW Marriott: Li Yu, meaning “To Serve with Courtesy.” As part of this program, The JW 
Marriott London Grosvenor House staffs a Chinese welcome desk for group arrivals, offers 
Chinese-labeled bathroom products and supplies a Chinese do-not-disturb sign. 

Conrad Hotel: Guests of Conrad Hotels and Resorts can use the Conrad Concierge mobile 
app to choose Chinese television channels, mini-bar foods and other amenities, in Mandarin, 
on their mobile phone before they arrive. 

Waldorf-Astoria: Waldorf-Astoria New York, Robert Armstrong, the sales manager, quotes 
all-inclusive pricing, with taxes and breakfast, to Chinese guests who ask about reservations.

Hotel Chinese Program Examples
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Chinese Travelers Perspectives on Food & Dining
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Dishes are typically shared  

Everything is bite-sized 

Eat with chopsticks  

Typically one person orders for the 
group 

Regional tastes vary greatly (spicy, 
sweet, salty, etc..)  

All food is cooked  

Most food is hot, with some cold 
starter dishes  

Typically use a lazy susan in the 
middle of a round table  

Mealtimes tend to be early: 7am 
breakfast, noon lunch and 6pm 
dinner  

Tea or hot water is always served 

Chinese Dining: The Basics
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92% of Chinese have some level of lactose intolerance 

Tend to not like overly sweet deserts  

Wary of cold water 

Very few vegetarians  

Beer is most popular alcohol (especially for men), followed by spirits and 
increasingly red wine (not white)  

Tend to want variety in meals - one dish is boring  

Tea is most popular drink (with leaves, not tea bags)

Chinese Taste Preferences



Incorporate Chinese condiments into the dining experience to 
add familiar flavor and small tweaks to your existing menu  

Suggestions: scallions, ginger, soy sauce, vinegar, hot sauce, 
sesame seeds

69

Food & Dining Recommendations
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Incorporate Chinese dining style into your experience 

Individual Servings vs. Family Style 

Quantity vs. Variety 

Food & Dining Recommendations
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Incorporate Chinese elements for fun  

Example: Write happy birthday in Chinese on desserts, incorporate Chinese 
elements to pastries 

Food & Dining Recommendations
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Create a dining experience - especially one that is unique to the location or 
symbolizing an aspirational lifestyle 

Food & Dining Recommendations



Best Practices
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Assessing Your China Ready Needs
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• What is Chinese tourist traffic in your destination today? 
How will it change in one year? Five Years?

• What are your stakeholder needs?
• When is the right time to invest? When to expect ROI? 
• Are there existing resources/successes in the market?

There is no one-size fits all approach. 

Every destination needs to evaluate and implement 
according to their unique needs today and with a 

look to the future. 



Best Practices
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Update your website with Simplified Chinese Information 

Translate introduction and key facts 
Place driving directions and instructions for parking/entrance 
Indicate whether your location has Chinese information on-site and whether there are 

Mandarin speakers 
Indicate that you have passed the China Ready Designation if applicable 
Make sure your site can be easily accessed by mobile 
Link to any relevant articles, social media or other Chinese resources
Ensure loading speed and Baidu search-ability 



Best Practices
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Audit Travel Forums and Create Pages and Updates

Audit China travel forums for business presence
Analyze pros and cons of comments
Add official pages/listings on travel forums 
Post relevant news/updates on the travel forums
Reach out to travel forum administrators/influencers to provide information 



Best Practices
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Meet Chinese Travel Trade

Volunteer to host China FAM trips/ 
Host a local receptive operators/tour guide FAM event at your location. 
Build one-on-one relationships with Chinese tour guides/operators. 
Find ways to engage the Chinese travel trade that visit your business.
Build your own database.
Maintain ongoing interaction/regular updates and outreach.
Participate in Sales Missions in China.
 



Best Practices
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Establish Your Profile in Chinese Media

Host a Chinese media event at your location.
Distribute news and press release/events to local Chinese media. 
Participate in Chinese media FAM trips.
Build one-on-one relationships with Chinese media.
Create media angles that appeal to Chinese media and audiences. 

 



Best Practices
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Build a Social Media Presence

Start Weibo and/or WeChat accounts. 
Create content that is relevant and engaging for Chinese audiences.
Engage Chinese influencers to increase following. 
Create offline-to-online opportunities: leverage the peak tourism season to build your 

social media following.
Develop partnerships that increase following and interest.
Incentivize sharing to create positive word of mouth associations.
Utilize WeChat for on-site service enhancements and engagement. 

 



Best Practices
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Train Your Staff

Provide China Ready trainings for your staff 
Create your own list of Do’s and Don’ts for Chinese tourists 
Ensure policies and procedures for handling Chinese tourists and travel trade 
Hire Mandarin speaking interns if possible
Create list of short questions to ask tourists 

 



Best Practices
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Engage Visitors Directly

Engage Chinese visitors — learn how they found you, feedback on your services, 
recommendations 

Capture contact information for CRM and ongoing communication 
Identify influencers for your location 
Assess mix of group versus individual travel at your business 
Create opportunities to refer friends/family and create positive word of mouth
Look for avenues to increase loyalty and repeat visits 
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Case Studies



Case Study - MoMA - Art Knowledge Quiz
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Overview: Cicerone generated a small quiz in 
the form of a fun art knowledge test for MoMA 
as a Chinese National Day campaign. The 
campaign also provided participants with a 
better understanding about MoMA 
masterpieces, thus raising their interest in 
visiting. 

Tactics: 8 questions were designed for the quiz. 
Participants that finished the quiz can receive a 
coupon code for their purchase at MoMA gift 
store.  



Case Study - SF Asian Art Museum - Puzzle 
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Overview: Cicerone created a find the difference puzzle activation for the Asian Art Museum in SF to grow brand awareness 
and engage fans during the Chinese Golden Week.   

Tactics: The campaign enabled SF Asian Art Museum to showcase eight masterpieces to the participants, and incentivized 
people who passed the puzzle to share on their moments, in order to reach the target audience.  
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